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INT. KACL RADIO STATION - DAY

Our hero, FRASIER CRANE, is in the STUDIO, on air with a 
PATIENT. ROZ listens to their conversation from the BOOTH.

FRASIER
So Gordon, tell me more about 
this... This... What was it again?

GORDON (V.O.)
(sensitive, sad sack)

Not it. He. His name was Billy. 
Singing Billy the Big Mouth Bass.

FRASIER
Of course, of course. What was it 
about Billy, Gordon? What did he 
mean to you?

GORDON (V.O.)
Well, you know, she gave him to me.

FRASIER
Ah, yes. Delilah.

GORDON (V.O.)
Yes. He was the last birthday gift 
she gave me before... 

(sniffs)
Before...

FRASIER
Before she left you.

GORDON (V.O.)
Yes...

FRASIER
So how did Singing Billy, a gift of 
your ex-wife, cause the disagreement 
with your sister, Nora?

GORDON (V.O.)
She sold him at a rummage sale 
after Delilah moved out.

FRASIER
Did you tell her how this made you 
feel?

GORDON (V.O.)
In a way.



FRASIER
In what way?

GORDON (V.O.)
I screamed at her for several 
hours.

FRASIER
I see. Gordon, those close to us 
don’t always understand what is or 
isn’t important to us. We have to 
open up to them, and then we have 
to listen to them in return. 
Openness and communication are key 
to the best relationships.

Roz SIGNALS Frasier to wrap it up.

FRASIER (CONT’D)
And that’s our time, Gordon. I’m 
very sorry about Billy.

GORDON (V.O.)
Thank you, Dr. Crane.

FRASIER
(sensitively)

You’re most welcome. Thank you for 
calling.

(radio voice)
And now a word from our sponsor, 
O’Malley’s-- Bait and Tackle.

Roz hits a few buttons on the BOARD.

ROZ
And we’re out. 90 seconds.

FRASIER
Bait and Tackle? Really, Roz?

ROZ
How was I supposed to know the 
schlub was pining for his long lost 
trout? If you want a psychic to 
screen your calls, fire me and get 
Daphne in here.

FRASIER
Oh my, now that would be a true 
disaster.
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ROZ
Yeah. Speaking of which, how are 
things going with Justine?

FRASIER
(groans)

Dreadful. You were right. We don’t 
have anything in common. For our 
first date, I recommended the 
Chamber Orchestra, but she insisted 
we go to Discovery Park...

(tenses up)
For a run. 

ROZ
Ha! Forget the orchestra. I’d pay 
to see that.

FRASIER
She’s just so gorgeous! We’re going 
out again tonight at Maxwell’s, but 
I fear this might be the end of us. 

ROZ
Well, if you go for a run afterward, 
remember to pace yourself, or it 
might be the end of you.

CUT TO:

TITLE CARD: Niles Need Daphne

INT. FRASIER’S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Frasier enters his apartment and is immediately confronted by 
DAPHNE.

DAPHNE
Oh, thank god you’re here! We have 
a bit of a situation!

FRASIER
What is it?

DAPHNE
Your father is upset.

FRASIER
What else is new?

DAPHNE
No, no. It’s about Eddie. He’s 
gone. We can’t find him.
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FRASIER
Well, excellent! Certainly the 
carpet will start smelling better.

DAPHNE
Frasier!

FRASIER
Fine, fine, fine. Where’s dad?

MARTIN (O.S.)
Eddie!

DAPHNE
On the balcony. He’s been calling 
out for Eddie for over an hour.

FRASIER
Dad! I’m home!

MARTIN enters from the balcony. 

MARTIN
Did you find Eddie?

FRASIER
No.

MARTIN
Then you’re wasting my time!

FRASIER
Dad, he’s not going to hear you. 
We’re twenty stories up.

MARTIN
Then go twenty stories down and get 
looking for him. I sure as hell can’t.

FRASIER
Well, I can’t either. I have a date.

DAPHNE
With that running woman? You know, 
I don’t see it with you and her. 
Can’t you find someone a tid 
more... Stationary?

NILES enters through the front door.
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NILES
I know, I know what you’re going to 
say. Here for the third time this 
week. But I just keep borrowing the 
sugar, and Maris just keeps eating 
all of it! 

Daphne shoulders past Frasier towards Niles.

DAPHNE
Oh, thank god you’re here! We need 
you!

NILES
(dumbstruck in love)

You need me? Daphne need Niles? 

DAPHNE
Yes. Eddie’s gone.

NILES
(disappointed)

Oh...

DAPHNE
Niles...

NILES
I mean, oh my goodness! We must 
find him!

Daphne smirks and shakes her head.

FRASIER
Best of luck. I have to get ready 
for my date.

NILES
Ah, I see your priorities. Taking 
out some woman you just met rather 
than saving a small, helpless 
creature?

FRASIER
Little brother, if you need saving, 
just call and I’ll be there.

CUT TO:

TITLE CARD: The Phantom Martin
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INT. UPSCALE RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Frasier is sitting at a small table with JUSTINE (an athletic 
woman in her late thirties). They both seem pretty BORED.

FRASIER
So you go hiking every weekend?

JUSTINE
Almost every weekend. Sometimes my 
soccer league schedules matches on 
the weekends so I can’t, or there’s 
a 5K or marathon in town.

Frasier is now SCREAMING ON THE INSIDE.

FRASIER
Lovely... Always on the move, 
aren’t you? Thank you for stopping 
to have dinner with me.

JUSTINE
I promise not to run off.

They awkwardly CHUCKLE and take a sip of wine simultaneously.

JUSTINE (CONT’D)
So... I don’t recall asking - Do 
you have any pets?

FRASIER
No-- Well... No. Do you?

JUSTINE
Yes, I have a dog named Roscoe. 
He’s a black miniature schnauzer. 
I’ve had him for years. He’s kind 
of the love of my life.

Frasier perks up at this.

FRASIER
Has he ever run away?

He LEANS in and CROSSES HIS HANDS to show that he’s listening 
closely. 

JUSTINE
Umm... Yes. He did once. He 
disappeared for a whole night. I 
didn’t sleep a wink and I searched 
half the city before I found him. 
Nearly scared me to death.
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FRASIER
How dreadful!

Frasier has THAT LOOK IN HIS EYE as he says this. The kind of 
look that says a PLAN has been HATCHED. He pauses and raises 
a hand to cup his ear.

FRASIER (CONT’D)
Hold on... I think I hear 
something.

JUSTINE
I don’t hear anything.

FRASIER
Yes, I believe my phone is 
vibrating.

His phone isn’t vibrating. He retrieves it anyway and looks 
at it.

FRASIER (CONT’D)
It’s my father. Oh dear, he 
wouldn’t call unless it was an 
emergency. May I take this?

JUSTINE
Of course.

FRASIER
Thank you.

He “answers” (note quotations) the call.

FRASIER (CONT’D)
Dad, what is it?

(pauses)
No. Eddie? Missing?!

(pauses again)
Absolutely! I’m on my way!

He ends the call.

FRASIER (CONT’D)
You may have overheard, my dog 
Eddie is missing!

JUSTINE
I thought you said you didn’t have a--

FRASIER
I have to find him!

COMMERCIAL BREAK
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TITLE CARD: The Difference Between Life and Death

INT. FRASIER’S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Frasier BURSTS though the door, Justine in tow.

FRASIER
We came as soon as we could!

Niles is reclined on the sofa with a LARGE BANDAGE adhered to 
his FOREHEAD. 

NILES
I don’t need your saving!

FRASIER
My god! What happened?

Martin is seated nearby in his BARCALOUNGER.

MARTIN
Mr. Hero here almost scooped up the 
wrong dog.

FRASIER
What?

Daphne enters from the kitchen with an ICE PACK.

NILES
It was an honest mistake. The dog 
looked like Eddie.

DAPHNE
It was a German Shepard.

NILES
It was dark out!

Daphne carefully places the ice pack on Niles’ head. He 
WINCES and WHIMPERS in pain.

DAPHNE
The owner cracked him over the head 
with an umbrella. Nearly knocked 
him out.

JUSTINE
Must’ve had quite an arm.

DAPHNE
Yes. Especially for an eighty year 
old woman.
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NILES
She was a stout sixty at most! 

FRASIER
Well, do not fret, brother. I will 
pick up where you left off. I’ll 
find little Eddie and bring him 
home safe and sound.

NILES
Oh, no you don’t.

Niles JUMPS up, takes a step toward Frasier, and FALLS to the 
floor. Daphne and Justine move to help him, but he WAVES them 
away as he attempts to stand again.

FRASIER
Niles, you are in no shape for this 
search. You couldn’t identify Eddie 
when you were lucid, you won’t be 
able to now.

NILES
And why do you care all of a sudden?

FRASIER
Because Eddie is like family to me!

NILES
Only “like” family, hmm?

FRASIER
Niles, please! Don’t be so selfish! 
Every moment we waste here could be 
the difference between life and death 
for Eddie! Justine, shall we go?

JUSTINE
Absolutely.

Frasier and Justine go for the exit. Niles rises quickly...

NILES
Ah, ah, ah, I don’t think--

...and immediately begins to COLLAPSE before Daphne DIVES in 
to stabilize him. Niles TENSES at her touch and conspicuously 
steals glances at her hands on him.

DAPHNE
I think it’s time to call it a 
night.

CUT TO:
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TITLE CARD: What Kind of Night Has It Been?

INT. CAFE NERVOSA - DAY

Frasier sits at a table holding a NEWSPAPER aloft before him, 
which HIDES his face. He appears to be reading, until he 
begins to SNORE. The paper slowly DROOPS revealing a fully 
upright, but fully ASLEEP Frasier.

NILES
Taking a break, hmm?

Frasier wakes with a SNORT. 

FRASIER
What? 

NILES
I thought each and every moment 
could mean life or death for dear, 
helpless, little Eddie?

FRASIER
I was out all night looking for 
dear, helpless, little Eddie. 
What’s your excuse? A tap on the 
head from an old woman?

Niles wipes down the seat across from Frasier with his 
HANDKERCHIEF and sits.

NILES
You can slight me all you want, 
Frasier, but don’t play dumb. Your 
motivations are no nobler than mine. 

FRASIER
Oh?

NILES
Admit it! You’re out to be the hero 
again in order win the favor of 
your latest fling! 

FRASIER
What about you, Niles? Whose favor 
do you intend to win?

NILES
Well, I--
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FRASIER
Is it Maris’? She doesn’t seem to 
be around.

NILES
She happens to have a very 
important diabetes test today, and 
I’m worried sick about it!

FRASIER
Don’t change the subject! 

NILES
Okay! Perhaps I love the little mongrel!

FRASIER
Well, perhaps I do too!

NILES
Perhaps I do more!

FRASIER
Perhaps you do not!

Roz enters as the boys bicker.

ROZ
Whoa now, Crane boys! Let’s take it 
down a few notches.

NILES
He started it!

FRASIER
Did not!

They both turn away from one another, cross their arms, 
and POUT.

ROZ
Whatever, I’m not getting involved. 
I just spotted you here and wanted 
to tell you I saw the damnedest 
thing outside. There was this 
adorable dog at the bus stop down 
the street. He was all alone, 
sitting patiently, like he was 
waiting for the bus or something. 

FRASIER
Thrilling, Roz, really. Maybe I’ll 
read about it in tomorrow’s paper.
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ROZ
Easy, smart ass. I brought it up 
because... It’s weird... The dog 
looked a lot like Eddie.

Frasier and Niles both react with a start and turn to look 
out the WINDOW behind them. 

NILES
Is it him?!

FRASIER
I don’t know!

They both JUMP up, blow past Roz, and RUN to the door.

EXT. BUS STOP - CONTINUOUS

EDDIE sits calmly on the sidewalk amongst a small group of 
COMMUTERS. No one seems to find this strange. A CITY BUS 
pulls up to the curb.

Also, whenever we see Eddie, the “JOE COOL” song from old 
PEANUTS cartoons plays on the soundtrack.

EXT. SIDEWALK - CONTINUOUS

Niles BURSTS out of the cafe door first, stops, and peers 
down the street to get a better look. Frasier is quick to 
follow, but doesn’t stop. He checks Niles, who YELPS in 
surprise, and keeps running.

INTERCUT

Commuters file onto the bus. Eddie patiently AWAITS his turn.

Frasier WHEEZES as he runs, dipping and dodging around 
pedestrians with difficulty. Niles CLOSES IN on him, even 
though he runs like a nancy.

Two more commuters step onto the bus. Eddie is up NEXT.

Frasier and Niles are now NECK AND NECK, each trying to cut 
the other off.

NILES
I love him more!

FRASIER
No, you don’t!
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Eddie stands at the foot of stairs into the bus. The BUS 
DRIVER sees him and smiles.

BUS DRIVER
Eddie, my man! Get your tail in here!

Eddie BARKS happily and jumps up the stairs.

Frasier and Niles begin to WAVE THEIR ARMS to catch the 
driver’s attention.

NILES
No, no, no, no, no!

FRASIER
Stop!

The bus PULLS AWAY moments before Frasier and Niles reach the 
curb. They continue to CALL after it, but it continues down 
the street. Frasier DOUBLES OVER in exhaustion. Niles watches 
the bus go as he catches his breath.

NILES
How’d he pay the fare?

COMMERCIAL BREAK

TITLE CARD: The Earth’s Natural Energy Fields

INT. FRASIER’S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Frasier staggers into the apartment after a long day (and 
night and day before that). The room is DARK, but for the 
light of a few flickering CANDLES.

Daphne is seated on the couch with Martin with a hand on his 
shoulder. Both have their EYES CLOSED. 

FRASIER
I was wondering when it would come 
to this.

Daphne responds without moving or opening her eyes.

DAPHNE
Frasier, good. You’re home.

FRASIER
Do I need to ask why you’re doing 
this?
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MARTIN
Well, we haven’t had any luck 
searching. We’re getting kinda 
desperate here.

DAPHNE
Martin, please. We don’t want to 
project any desperation or 
negativity.

FRASIER
So what is it you’re doing?

MARTIN
Astral projection.

DAPHNE
Of a sort. We’re attempting to send 
Eddie a message of love and 
positivity through the Earth’s 
natural energy fields.

MARTIN
The more the merrier, son.

DAPHNE
Yes, join us, Frasier. The more 
people we have, the more powerful 
the message.

FRASIER
I think I’ll pass. This seems more 
than just

(mocking Daphne)
“a bit psychic.”

MARTIN
You have any other ideas?

FRASIER
I just don’t see the point.

MARTIN
It’s not like it’ll hurt anything.

FRASIER
Only my reputation.

MARTIN
No one’s going to know. Just sit 
down!

FRASIER
No!
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MARTIN
Why?

FRASIER
Because it’s stupid!

The room goes QUIET for a moment.

Martin TURNS AWAY from Frasier, who lumbers into the kitchen.

INT. FRASIER’S KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

Frasier goes to the CUPBOARD, grabs a GLASS, and then walks 
over to the refrigerator to begin filling his glass from the 
WATER DISPENSER. He SIGHS.

A moment later, Daphne enters.

DAPHNE
Hey, you know, it’s fine that you 
don’t want help us, but you didn’t 
have to yell at your father.

FRASIER
I saw Eddie today, Daph.

DAPHNE
You did?

FRASIER
Yes. Niles and I tried to catch him, 
but he got on a bus and rode away.

DAPHNE
A bus?

FRASIER
Yes.

DAPHNE
How’d he pay the fare?

FRASIER
I don’t know! The point is he has the 
ability to come home, but he hasn’t.

DAPHNE
Maybe he just doesn’t know the bus 
routes well enough.

FRASIER
Please...
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DAPHNE
Whatever! The only thing I know is 
your father is worried sick about 
that little dog, and you’re not 
being very helpful!

FRASIER
Not being very-- I spent all night 
looking for him!

DAPHNE
With your girlfriend...

FRASIER
So?

DAPHNE
So do you care more about Eddie or 
your penis?

FRASIER
I don’t need this!

Frasier SLAMS his water glass on the counter and STORMS out 
of the kitchen.

INT. FRASIER’S LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Frasier makes straight for the front door. Martin is still on 
the couch.

MARTIN
Where are you going?

FRASIER
Out! Just out!

MARTIN
To look for Eddie?

FRASIER
No! I’m through with that dog. If I 
ever see him again, I’m gonna--

Frasier THROWS open the front door and FREEZES.

MARTIN
Gonna what?

Frasier doesn’t budge. He STARES down at the floor outside 
the door, where Eddie is sitting, looking up at him with his 
head cocked.
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MARTIN (CONT’D)
Frasier, what are you gonna do?

Frasier takes a beat, GLANCING back and forth between Eddie 
and inside. Then he bends down, scoops up Eddie, and makes to 
leave.

FRASIER
I’m gonna jump for joy. Gotta run!

MARTIN
Run?

The front door closes. Daphne enters and Martin turns to 
address her.

MARTIN (CONT’D)
Does Frasier run?

CUT TO:

TITLE CARD: No

INT. FRASIER’S CAR - NIGHT

Frasier looks ahead at the road through the slow strokes of 
his WINDSHIELD WIPERS. He gestures with his CELL PHONE while 
REHEARSING a call to Justine.

FRASIER
(to himself)

Justine! You’ll never guess who I 
found on my way home tonight.

(briefly pauses for “answer”)
No, no, not missing jazz pianist, 
Chester Buckingham, but good guess! 

He CHUCKLES to himself.

FRASIER (CONT’D)
No, of course, I’m talking about my 
dog, Eddie! I can’t wait for you to 
meet him. Perhaps he and your dog, 
Rufus or whatever, can be friends!

Frasier SMILES and looks into the REARVIEW MIRROR at Eddie, 
who sits in the center of the back seat. Eddie looks directly 
at Frasier through the mirror. Frasier’s smile fades.

FRASIER (CONT’D)
What? You don’t approve?

Eddie’s expression doesn’t change.
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FRASIER (CONT’D)
I stayed up all night last night 
looking for you! I think you can at 
least oblige me this.

Eddie’s expression doesn’t change.

FRASIER (CONT’D)
It’s just for the night. You’ll see 
dad in the morning. 

Eddie’s expression doesn’t change.

FRASIER (CONT’D)
How about this? On the way home 
tomorrow, we’ll stop by Petsmart, 
and I’ll buy you the biggest chew 
bone in the store!

Eddie’s expression doesn’t change.

FRASIER (CONT’D)
Oh, come on! Please?! I’ll throw in 
a pack of Milk Bones!

Eddie’s expression doesn’t change. Frasier turns away from 
him and stares back out at the road ahead. After a moment, he 
hits the TURN SIGNAL and rounds a corner.

CUT TO:

TITLE CARD: The Rule of Threes

INT. FRASIER’S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Daphne is seated on the sofa BETWEEN Niles and Martin, a hand 
on each man’s nearest shoulder. All have their EYES CLOSED, 
until Niles steals a quick PEEK at Daphne’s hand on his 
shoulder. Then he closes his eyes again and lets out a deep, 
satisfied SIGH. 

Frasier enters through the front door. He sees the trio on 
the couch and smirks.

FRASIER
Hello all!

All three SLUMP at his greeting.

DAPHNE / MARTIN / NILES
Hi... / Hello... / Ugh...

Frasier holds the door open and turns to the hallway. 
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FRASIER
You going to come in?

Eddie trots up to the threshold. The JINGLE of his collar 
prompts the trio on the couch to perk up and look.

MARTIN
Eddie, my boy!

Eddie bounds across the room, jumps into Martin’s arms, 
and begins to LICK his face. Niles RECOILS and rises off 
the couch. 

NILES
Where’d you find him?

FRASIER
I didn’t. He was right here. He 
must’ve sensed your energy.

DAPHNE
Oh, I don’t know about that. Maybe 
he just figured out the bus routes.

MARTIN
Bus routes?

FRASIER
Yes, indeed. We saw Eddie catch a 
bus today.

MARTIN
(impressed)

Huh.

Martin holds Eddie out and gives him a puzzled look. 

MARTIN (CONT’D)
How’d you pay the fare?

THE END
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